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 The online gaming community is a worldwide subculture formed by video games and their huge fan bases. Due to the exponentially growing video game industry and the peaking of modern graphics and game mechanics, more and more players have indulged in constantly playing the best video games. Due to this incredible growth and development, many people have started playing video games competitively, which is now known as Esports. Another subgroup of the online gaming community is formed by people that like online gambling. Just like traditional video games, casino games have their professional competitions where players go against each other in hopes of winning real money rewards. Even ordinary people can get into competitive gambling; all they need to do is learn the game they are interested in and become proficient. The easiest way to achieve this is to play online on casino sites and practice until they gain full mastery. We, at Membermanager, like to think of ourselves as the best ambassadors of the online gaming community. We will bring you the latest gaming news, Esports results and the best gaming trends at any moment. If we managed to grab your attention, keep on reading.












New Games and Esport News



 As promised, in this topic we will cover the newest most popular video games out there, as well as Esport News from the gaming scene. The games that made our list are among the anticipated by the online gaming community.
 	Apex Legends

 This first-person shooter game is one of the most played shooter games in 2019. It was released on February 4, and to this day it has amassed an incredible number of players due to its captivating gameplay. It involves incredible shooting skirmishes, and provides the player with many areas where they can improve, such as improving the character powers. While this game is relatively new, it is really climbing the ladder to great commercial success.
 	Red Dead Redemption 2

 This sequel of Red Dead Redemption was just launched a week ago. It’s a third person game which sets you in the cowboy era along with amazing gameplay, cinematics and a whole lot of guns. Red Dead Redemption 2 has improved graphics in respect to its prequel, and on top of that, it has more and cooler guns, new side missions and more features.
 	Anthem

 This game was released this year on February 22. It’s played on Playstation 4, Xbox One and PC. It has one of the best graphics in the industry. You see your character from the third person perspective. You can fly around in a suit similar to Iron Man’s and vaporize enemies with cool futuristic weapons. You can play it multiplayer with your friends, or you can play it single player style.
 	Metro: Exodus

 This game is set in a post-apocalyptic wasteland set in Russia. After a nuclear war, the area is fumed with radioactivity, low oxygen levels, and murderous mutants, and the population has moved to the tunnels to find shelter. The graphics are among the best ones out there, and require quite the PC to be able to play this game. Metro: Exodus is an absolute favorite among the online gaming community.
 And now for some recent news:
 – Videogame caster TobiWan has become part of a London based talent program where he will share his casting experiences with students. The course will focus on image, scripting, rhythm, media, creative and vocals.
 – The organization Complexity Gaming have added Herman Miller furniture to their partner list.
 – Dota 2 is days away from launching 2 new heroes – Spitfire and Void Spirit.














 While most of these games conventionally include a single player mode, that isn’t very fun to play. Instead, we think that the best way to play is multiplayer with friends or even in online queues. If your friends are not into the same game, you can go and play with unknown players online. Believe it or not, this is an excellent way to meet new people from all around the world and form lasting friendships. Meeting new people means learning new things. You may learn some helpful gaming tips from them, or you can show them some of your skills, no matter the game you are playing. You can even discover some secret strategies of playing online casino games and get an opportunity to win big prizes or real money. Every game has its own unique online gaming community full of friendly people that you won’t have trouble sparking some of the best conversations with. The biggest games even have websites like forums and discussion panels where players can sign up and ask game related questions and even find fellow players there. These sites are also an opportunity to meet new people.







Playing Alone is Boring
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Examples of Some Games That We Play Together



 Some of the games we play together are spread across multiple genres. From first-person shooter games, to adventure games, sport games and even puzzle games – we in the online gaming community play all of them. Here’s a contemporary list of the games we are playing: NBA 2K19, Grand Theft Auto V, Battlefield V, Counter Strike: Global Offensive, Dota 2, World of Warcraft, etc. Many of these prominent game titles are dominating on the eSport scene. Allow us to give you a proper introduction to the world of eSports betting, by referring you to our Canadian friends at the casinosfrancaisenligne.ca website. You will find inside the best betting odds with a bunch of bonus promotions and offers.
 However, we also play games that instantly win us some real money, such as online poker, online bingo and other bingo games. The huge number of online casinos available on the internet allow us to play online poker, online bingo games and other legal casino luck-based games with just a few mouse clicks. Online casinos often come with huge casino bonuses as a welcome sign to those making their first deposit, and this is very common in the best UK casinos. But, there are some online casinos that give you this casino bonus without having to make a deposit. The no-deposit casino bonus is 100% legal casino practice to draw more players in, and is used by even the best UK casinos. You could probably use a link to a site that could guide you and help you choose a casino portal that will give you a pleasant gaming experience. On the linked site you can choose by seeing what individual websites offer as well as grab bonus codes to allow you to play without making a deposit. We, at Membermanager, also like to organize and play online poker tourneys and have fun. Not only are these tourneys fun and social events, but they are also an opportunity to earn some real money.
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